Carriwell Washable
Breast Pads
		Great absorbency
By RebelPants
I’ve got 4 packs of these.. I find the absorbency much better than disposables, the only problem is
they will eventually leak onto your bra as there’s just another layer of cotton at the back. It wouldn’t
hurt if they were backed with a waterproof layer tho I suppose that would make them less breathable.
On the plus side they feel very soft against the skin, are very comfortable and slim (approx. 3mm
thick). I have a very fast let-down and end up soaking in milk whatever I do, but changing them after
every feed keeps me more or less dry and they do well between the feeds. That much milk is the
reason why I need so many of them but I was getting through as many, if not more, disposables.
Would recommend.

		

Fairly Descent Pads

By oLo on 15 Oct 2010
The pads seems to work fairly well for me. Could do with a slightly bigger surface area. It’s absorbent
for a well established, normal milk flow. Only times I have problems is when I miss a feed and milk
supply too full but other wise it does the job and you feel a bit better for being green. I just either
hand wash them or stick them in a laundry bag and put it into the machine.

		

These are comfy and work

By F. Murray
These are great - I’ve only noticed a leak once, they’re comfy and don’t stick to sensitive areas. My
only gripe is that they don’t come with a washing bag, but I’d already tried another make which did
come with a bag, so I’ve been using these washable pads with the net bag from the other brand.

		

Good product

By Ms. V. Recsei
I am 6 months pregnant and my breasts started leaking a little. My friend suggested I get washable
pads to get more use out of them. I choose this product reading the reviews and I agree with most
of them. It is very easy to use and washes easily.

